Abstract-Current compliant mechanisms rely on flexible members, whose design is often limited by strength considerations. A compliant multistable truss is introduced that consists of nonlinear morphing elements. These elements: (i) are composed of composite strips in a double-helix architecture; (ii) exhibit nonlinear stiffness characteristics; and (iii) are able to undergo large axial deformations whilst maintaining structural integrity. The overall truss behaviour can be tailored by tuning the properties of the constituent composite members, as well as the geometry of the assembled structure. This work explores the multistability of a simple truss configuration, which can provide up to five points of stable equilibrium in its range of motion.
It is noted that much of the literature on devices with multiple equilibria refers to bistable ones. Articles on multistability are scarcer. Oh and Kota [14] proposed the synthesis of a multistable compliant devices by combining bistable ones. In a similar manner, Han et al. [15] developed a quadristable mechanism, whilst tristability was achieved by Chen et al. [16] by employing orthogonally oriented compliant structures. The majority of these works are based on monolithic compliance, i.e. the ability to transfer motion, force or energy is achieved through elastic deformations of the underlying components, rather than the mobility of joints [17] . While this may offer the possibility to achieve multistability [18] , the complexities involved often result in high stresses being developed, thus posing strength limits to the potential design configurations and, consequently, the capabilities obtainable [16] .
This work proposes the use of morphing composite structures as the flexible elements in a compliant truss-like mechanism. Morphing structures are able to change shape and undergo large deformations while maintaining load carrying capability and structural integrity [19] . Herein, the composite structure of double-helix architecture developed by Lachenal et al. [20] is used. These helical DNA-like structures, beyond variable geometry, exhibit tailorable nonlinear stiffness characteristics. This tailorability enables the ensuing mechanism to be tuned to feature a variety of responses, and a wide range of potential behaviours to be developed. The proposed truss-like mechanism may be used either on its own or as the unit cell in lattice structures [21, 22] .
For the sake of illustration, to present the family of possible new mechanisms conceptually arising from the ideas put forward in this paper, we focus on a simple structure resembling a von Mises truss. This structure serves as a wellknown reference for the study of nonlinear, compliant mechanisms and their stability. In the following sections, we first introduce the compliant mechanism and its constituent morphing elements. Multistability is then explored using both an energy approach and a path-following method to trace equilibrium branches in force-displacement space. Conclusions and final remarks are then drawn in the last section.
II. TRUSSES OF NONLINEAR ELEMENTS

A. Assembly of the Mechanism
The compliant mechanism depicted in Fig. 1 consists of nonlinear composite elements with a double-helix architecture, which are described in the next subsection. This modified von Mises truss is pin-jointed at the apex and base supports. In its initial configuration, the mechanism has height H0 and its members, of length L0,i and with nonlinear axial stiffness ki, are inclined at an angle α0,i with respect to the horizontal. An external load is applied at the apex and the point is free to move horizontally and vertically by υh, υv. Fig. 2 shows the helical geometry of the morphing elements of the truss. Each of the elements consist of two carbon fibre
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Chrysoula Aza, Alberto Pirrera, and Mark Schenk reinforced plastic strips of dimensions L × W, connected by rigid spokes. The spokes maintain the strips at a constant distance H = 2R, where R is the radius of an underlying cylinder, upon which the deformed strips can be assumed to lie [20, 23] . A pre-stress is introduced in the strips by manufacturing them on a cylindrical mould of radius Ri and subsequently flattening them to form the double-helix. The double-helix is able to twist under the application of an axial force at its ends, which results in large axial displacements. The structure can deform from a straight to a completely coiled configuration, defined by the angle θ ϵ [0°, 90°] of the helix [19] . The helical structure can be tailored to provide customizable stiffness and strain energy profiles through appropriate selection of various design parameters, such as layup of the strips, pre-stress and geometry [20] . The helix itself can be designed to be bistable. The initial length L0,i (see Fig. 1 ) is the dimension of the double-helix in its extended equilibrium position.
III. ANALYSIS
Two different approaches are employed to analyse the mechanism. First, we use an energy approach to identify the stable configurations of the truss at either global or local minima of the strain energy across the mechanism's work space. Next, a path-following method is applied, for a specific load case, to obtain potential load paths between stable states.
A. Energy Approach
Plotting energy landscapes is an effective way to represent and characterize the behaviour of a compliant mechanism over its work space. Herder [24] and Radaelli et al. [25] have used potential energy landscapes to design statically-balanced structures. Here, stable and unstable equilibria of the truss are identified by inspection of the strain energy landscape. For the proposed compliant mechanism, the total strain energy is uniquely determined by the position of the end effector (i.e. the apex), and is the sum of the strain energy of the constituent helical members.
The strain energy, U, of each helix can be calculated analytically using the model developed by Lachenal et al. [19, 20] 
where n is the number of strips constituting the structure, ε 0 are the mid-plane strains-noting that uniform mid-plane deformations are assumed-and Δκ are the changes in curvature, both referring to the local coordinate system of the strips. A, B and D are the in-plane, bending-extension coupling and bending stiffness matrices defined by Classical Laminate Theory [26] . 
B. Path-following Method
Given the nonlinear nature of the system under consideration, and our interest in its stability characteristics, a path-following method is used to perform analyses in forcedisplacement space. This method allows one to trace stable and unstable equilibrium branches and to examine typical nonlinear behaviours, such as snap-through and snap-back, readily [15, 27] . Specifically, the modified-Riks method developed by Crisfield [28] is employed here. Additionally, bifurcations and limit points are detected by inspecting the eigenvalues of the system's tangential stiffness matrix. Branch switching is realised by perturbing the structure at the bifurcation points using the respective eigenvectors [29, 30] . The stability of each point along the paths is characterised by its eigenvalues, with negative eigenvalues indicating instability.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Results focus on the stability analysis and characterisation of the truss-like compliant mechanism. The influence of design parameters, such as the initial geometry of the truss configuration and the lay-up of the composite strips of the constituent double-helices are explored. First, the strain energy landscapes for a steep truss comprising double-helices with different composite lay-ups are investigated. Next, their response under a vertical applied load is studied. Finally, these results are compared with those for trusses with smaller initial base angles.
A. Effect of Composite Lay-up
The properties of the double-helices are tailored by varying the lay-up of its composite strips. Here, only symmetric layups of five plies of the form [β 2/0/β2] are considered, where β is the ply angle with respect to the longitudinal axis of the strip such that the zero ply angle corresponds to the x-axis of the strip in Fig. 2a . The values of β adopted herein are representative and selected to illustrate characteristic features of the mechanism of nonlinear element. Fig. 3 depicts the strain energy landscape of the assembled structure in a steep truss (α0,1 = 70°). Equilibrium configurations, both stable (energy minima) and unstable (energy maxima), are labelled with Arabic numbers and letters, respectively. Stable equilibria found on the boundary of the landscape are labelled with Roman numbers. Laminate lay-up affects the stability characteristics of the assembly, which can exhibit up to five stable configurations.
For β = 0° the truss is bistable, with stable states in the initial configuration and at a vertical displacement of 2H0 (points 1 and 2 in Fig. 3a) . The mechanism exhibits a single internal stable equilibrium state for a [902/0/902] lay-up, when the two double-helices are collinear (point 1 in Fig. 3c) , while an additional four boundary equilibria can be identified (points I-IV in Fig. 3c ), making this configuration of the mechanism pentastable. For all other ply angles, 0° < β < 90°, the assembly is quadristable; these equilibrium positions are marked as points 1-4 in Fig. 3b .
The mechanism's force-displacement response upon application of a vertical load at the apex is presented in Fig. 4 . The apex positions are superimposed on the strain energy plots in Fig. 3 . A bifurcation of the equilibrium path is present in all cases, resulting in both horizontal and vertical displacements of the apex. The bifurcated branches enable the mechanism to deform to all the possible internal equilibrium configurations identified on the strain energy landscape just by applying a vertical load at the apex.
A closer inspection of the strain energy landscape for double-helices with symmetric [β 2/0/β2] lay-ups, with 0° < β < 90°, reveals additional features of interest. Consider the strain energy profile along the vertical passing through the apex, plotted in Fig. 5a for β = 45°. Along this path, the strain energy exhibits three valleys (minima), suggesting stable equilibrium configurations at points 1, B and 2. However, from inspection of the energy landscape, point B is unstable. This instability is also identified in the path-following algorithm by a negative eigenvalue for the horizontal displacement. Nonetheless, point B can be stabilised under application of a vertical load by constraining lateral displacement of the apex (υ h = 0), which also removes lateral bifurcation paths (Fig. 5b) . Under these conditions the assembly of double-helices can be considered tristable.
B. Effect of Initial Truss Angle
Next, the effect of initial truss geometry on the mechanism's behaviour is explored. The initial truss geometry affects the energy landscapes, and thereby the stability characteristics of the compliant mechanism. For a shallow truss with α0,1 = 35°, a total of five equilibrium positions are identified, of which two are stable (marked as points 1 and 2 in Fig. 6a) . In a steeper truss with α0,1 = 45°, four stable configurations are found, out of a total of nine equilibrium positions (marked as points 1-4 in Fig. 6b) . Thus, the mechanism, assembled in a shallow truss is bistable, while in a steeper truss it can be quadristable. Fig. 7 presents the load-displacement curves under a vertical applied load at the apex (Ph = 0). The corresponding positions of the apex are superimposed on the strain energy plots in Fig. 6 . In both cases, a bifurcation of the equilibrium path occurs, with the apex experiencing both horizontal and vertical displacements, thereby connecting all possible equilibria. For a shallow truss (α0,1 = 35°) the bifurcated branch is unstable along its whole range, compared to steeper trusses (α0,1 = 45° or 70°) where a region of stability exists.
V. CONCLUSIONS
A new mechanism consisting of morphing elements with tailorable nonlinear stiffness is presented. The ensuing nonlinear behaviour and multistability of the system are explored. The proposed mechanism could be used either on its own or as a building block in a lattice structure. Its behaviour can be tailored by tuning global geometric parameters and/or the characteristics of the double-helices themselves.
The response of the mechanisms is analysed globally by inspecting its potential (strain) energy landscape; peaks and valleys corresponding to unstable and stable equilibria, respectively. The mechanism's multistability characteristics are investigated parametrically by varying the lay-up of the composite strips composing the double-helices and the initial truss geometry. Quadristable behaviour is obtained for steep trusses and symmetric composite lay-ups of the form [β2/0/β2], with 0° < β < 90°. For β = 0° and β = 90°, the mechanism becomes bistable and pentastable, respectively. Similarly, the mechanism transitions from being quadristable to being bistable for decreasing initial truss angles. Responses in loaddisplacement space are investigated by path-following equilibrium branches. Interestingly, via application of a vertical load, a path is found that connects all internal equilibria of the trusses. Future work will aim to investigate the manufacturability of the proposed compliant mechanism. 
